An automated supervision system for school issued computers that
safeguards students from cyberbullying, predators, self-harm and
inappropriate websites, among other threats.
A solution that teams with current content filters to provide knowledge of
when and how users have compromised security.
A solution that supports responsible computer use, encourages students
to be on-task and provides administrators with the ability to uphold
Computer Acceptable Use Policies.
A solution that helps comply with the FCC 11-125 order requiring schools
to monitor student use of computers.
A solution that supervises the use of the whole computer not just social
media.

MONITORS 24/7—ONLINE, OFFLINE, ON or OFF CAMPUS
Monitoring every computer in your school at all mes ensures
incidents are immediately discovered, both during lessons and outside
of class.
LearnSafe allows you to further define

REPORTS & PRIORITIZES INCIDENTS AUTOMATICALLY
Pinpoints and priori zes the most serious safeguarding issues allowing
teachers to focus on teaching rather than be responsible for monitoring

and reinforce the boundaries for
acceptable use.

students manually.

TARGETS ONLY INAPPROPRIATE BEHAVIOR
Detec ng inappropriate content as it appears in the ac ve window and
deno ng whether text is typed or viewed. This means LearnSafe
supervises both desktop applica ons and internet ac vity, not just
social media.

HIGHLIGHTS PROXY BYPASS USE

LearnSafe detects and reports when
students type or view unacceptable
words and phrases.

Captures evidence and reports when students bypass your content
ﬁlter and reach blocked or banned websites.

CONTAINS ELEVEN PRE-DEFINED LIBRARIES
Includes a comprehensive collec on of keywords and phrases
associated with some of the greatest concerns and
vulnerabili es facing K12 leadership.

The LearnSafe reporting system allows you
to easily review and prioritize triggered

ACTS AS AN EFFECTIVE DETERRENT

screenshots.

Because students know that inappropriate behavior will be detected at
all mes, LearnSafe provides a powerful incen ve for them to take
greater responsibility for their ac ons.

With LearnSafe you’ll have clear data
for intervention and be better equipped

“LearnSafe has given us a giant leap towards making a
safer environment for kids and it’s paid for itself by allowing us to remove some of our worst fears. I wish
this type of software was available years ago as it
might have made a difference in people’s lives. It’s
important to get this technology in schools”

to promote desired behavior

